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Appendix 3.3 Interviewee consent form

3.3 Interviewee consent form
INFORMATION FOR INTERVIEWEES
Thank you for helping me with this project. In order for me to be able to use the
information you have given me you must sign a consent form. I have provided some
information about the project, plus a consent form, below.
Project Title: Cornish identity, cultural distinctiveness and performance based folk
arts:
Folk dance, music, song, costume, story telling and related customs
Purpose
To explore the relationship between folk traditions and Cornish identity, to understand
the provenance of the revival in Cornwall and its relationship with, and relevance to,
ongoing community traditions. An essential part of this project is to record folk traditions
as they are remembered from the past and also to describe the living traditions of today
together with the views of the people involved.
Contact Details
For further information about my research visit:
www.cornishfolk.co.uk
or contact me:
Merv Davey, Meneghyjy, Withiel, Bodmin Cornwall, PL30 5NN
Tel 01208 831 642
mrd203@exeter.ac.uk
If you have concerns/questions about the research you would like to discuss with
someone independent, please contact:
Dr. Phillip Payton, Institute of Cornish Studies, CUC, Tremough Campus,
Treliever Rd, Penryn TR10 9EZ Tel 01326 370400
How will the information be used
This information will be used to support my work towards a PhD and will take the form
of audio file appendices, which will be summarised and referred to in the main body of
the thesis. Information gained about folk customs in Cornwall will also be shared with
other people through the Cornish Folk Arts Project “An Daras” either in book form, CD
or on the website: www.an-daras.com.
Credits and Copyright
People who provide information have a right under the 1988 Copyright Act to be named
As authors and will be credited by name but contact details will not be given out.
If you do not wish your name to be disclosed please indicate below.
Interview Consent Form
I voluntarily agree to participate and to the use of the information I give and views I
express for the purposes specified above. As owner of the copyright I consent to the
content of the recorded interview being made available in print, audio, video or website
formats and understand that no payment is due for this assignment.
I do /* do not wish my name to be disclosed (* please delete as appropriate)
Name .........................................

Signature...................................

Email/phone:.....................................................................................
Date………………………….....
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